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Neplan includes three different control element, namely steady state controller, dynamic
controllers and state trajectory control. Each of the control element includes various
functions and tools. The basic functions of the control element include: A single line
diagram is not what you usually need. NEPLAN provides the opportunity to build up

hierarchical structures: Create a subsystem Create a sub-subsystem Connect subsystems
Create a main system The hierarchy is stored in the database and can be used

immediately after loading (note: the hierarchy of hierarchies and depth of hierarchy). This
allows the user to very efficiently build up complex control strategies and/or systems. The
user may add subsytems of the hierarchy with the same user defined component NEPLAN

calls this a node. This node itself may be created as subsystem or sub-subsystem. This
allows building up a complex structure which provides flexibility for the user. The NEPLAN-
Maintenance module is a module which automatically calculates the service life of a single
line diagram. It calculates the criterion of the CCT, the importance and the distance. A red
warning triangle will be displayed, indicating that the service life is already exceeded. The
NEPLAN-Maintenance module calculates automatically the service life of a subsystem of a
subsystem and thus of a hierarchy. The module automatically calculates the criterion of
the subsystem, the importance and the distance. NEPLAN is a powerful system analysis
tool that empowers utility and/or power system engineers as well as technicians with a

state-of-the-art software platform to analyze and document large complex power
systems. The software is easy to learn with user-friendly graphical interface and

command line tool. It provides a structured view of power systems components and
therefore integrates all planning, modeling, and simulation tasks into a single application.
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the neplan-maintenance and the neplan-reliability module can be used to calculate the reliability of
the system, the component life time, the component failure time or the lifetime of the system. this

calculation can be done on basis of a large system with many components or also on basis of a small
part of the system. the calculation can be done in a interactive manner. the reliability indicator can
be displayed with a graphical scale or with a numerical scale. the graphic scale is the best and the

easiest way to view the result. the reliability indicator can be defined within neplan and is not limited
to a specific system. the user of the neplan-maintenance and neplan-reliability modules can define
their own equations and use them for calculating the reliability indicator. the neplan-maintenance
module can be used to calculate the lifetime of a component, the lifetime of the system and the
lifetime of the maintenance. the neplan-maintenance module can also be used to analyse the

maintenance schedule of the system. this is done on the basis of the gantt chart. the user of the
neplan-maintenance module has the possibility to define his own equations. the user of the neplan-

maintenance module has the possibility to define the result of the calculation as e.g. reliability
indicator or some other parameters. the neplan-maintenance module calculates the reliability

indicator and the maintenance schedule. neplan provides the possibility to import many external
simulation and modeling tools from the market (e.g. excel, matlab, simulink, etc.). in addition,

neplan supports the representation of a huge number of simulation and modeling tools by means of
a uniform and user-friendly interface. the neplan api (application programming interface) not only

supports the integration of simulation and modeling tools with neplan but also the exchange of data.
the neplan api consists of four parts: the neplan api-server, the neplan api-webservice, the neplan
api-client and the neplan api-database. the neplan api-server is used by the neplan client to access

the neplan api-webservice. the neplan api-webservice is the web service interface to the neplan
client. the neplan api-client is used to access the neplan api-server. the neplan api-database is used

to store the data of the neplan client. the neplan api-server is a java servlet which can be used in
java and has a.net counterpart. the neplan api-webservice is a xml-based web service. it has a soap

and a wsdl interface. the neplan api-client is a client for the neplan api-webservice which can be
used in java or.net. the neplan api-database is a relational database which is used in neplan to store
the data of the neplan client. the neplan api is documented and free of charge. the neplan api can be
used by any neplan user and without a neplan license. users who do not need a neplan license can
use the neplan api-server, the neplan api-client and the neplan api-database without any license.
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